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Pusher Propeller Efficiency And Problems



Technical problems with the long drive shaft plagued the Waco "Aristocraft." It performed well for its weight and size on only 215 hp. Rumor has it that Waco abandoned the whole project when Douglas came out with the "Cloudster" which was much more advanced and similar to the Lockheed "Big Dipper", but also had a retracting gear. This was not a Waco in the same significance of the airplanes which had built the Waco name and reputation. Chances are that the "Aristocraft", even if successful, might have been too radical for public acceptance.



By M. B. Taylor



AEROCAR Box 546, Longview, Wash.



HE LOCATION of the propeller (or propellers) on T aircraft has been a matter of discussion, experiment, trial and error, and research ever since aircraft were



first flown. Even the first flight of the Wright brothers showed that the placement of the propellers aft of the wing were to be preferred, and research shows that the main reason for their later abandonment of this placement was due to the torsional excitation of the chain drive system rather than any aerodynamic consideration. As early as 1913, experimenters were trying to place the propeller aft of the conventional rudder/elevator system since it was obvious to even the uninformed early experimenters that it was rather foolish to create a terrific wake and then try to drag the aircraft along through it. It has long been proven that boats performed better with pusher propellers, and it is common knowledge that any tug will put its tow far aft on a long line to get it out of the accelerated wake of its own propeller. Tugs prefer to push their loads if possible, and thousands cf tugs transport millions of tons of freight daily using this sort of propulsion location. AIRCRAFT PROP PROBLEM MORE COMPLICATED



The mechanical problems of driving the propeller on the stern of a boat were solved long ago. However, this was not as formidable a problem as trying to drive



the propeller on the tail of an aircraft. Among many reasons, the first of these was the fact that a water propeller is working in a highly dampened medium (no pun intended). However, water does serve to reduce the magnitude of the problem as compared with air. This is due to the simple mechanics of the problem, namely, the fact that most of our propulsion systems today are using some form of internal combustion engine which by its very nature does not rotate at a constant velocity. This



inconsistency of velocity is due to the power pulses of the individual cylinders which tend to result in energy



being stored up in the long drive shaft to any remotely located propeller. Thus, when the engine has a cylinder fire on the power stroke, the engine itself tends to accelerate over its previous velocity and this tends not only to wind up the engine crankshaft, but also winds up the drive



shaft to the propeller so that it can be considered to be acting like a torsional spring. This "wrap-up" may be of a magnitude of a couple of degrees relative between the opposite ends of the shaft, but on long shafts it can



become quite an angularity and, of course, only depends on the relative stiffness of the shaft. However, it has been proven that even the stiffest shaft may not wrap up significantly, yet it still can absorb a lot of energy



which is going to be released from the system the moment the system allows it. ACCELERATOR DAMPING



All this shows up with the engine firing, the shaft then wrapping up and then tending to bring along with it any driven object. If this is something like a marine propeller, there is a natural damping of the acceleration. However, in the case of a flywheel, armature rotor in a generator, or an aircraft propeller, there is very little damping and, as a result, the propeller or flywheel out at the end of the shaft finds that it tends to over-run the angular position of the shaft itself and thus carry the shaft into an over-run of the engine driving the whole system. With this over-run, it then becomes apparent that the shaft system, at some speed of the engine (which speed depends on the relative stiffness of the shaft and the inertia of the driven object), tends to be twisting in a direction opposing the next power pulse of the engine so that relatively the shaft is trying to go one way torsionally while the engine is going the opposite way. If there is the slightest motion possible in the mechanical hook-up of the system, such as at a universal joint or a drive spline, it is easy to see that this relative motion can accelerate to quite a velocity and it can be shown that at the "resonance point" the forces become astronomical; in fact, it can be readily demonstrated that with any significant inconstancy of engine rotation it is easy to create forces which any practical shaft size will not tolerate for very long and the shaft will fail in torsion. TORSIONAL FAILURE DEMONSTRATED



•f.f. HvtUY



"Why don't you get rid of this 'pusher'?" 28



JUNE 1968



This failure has been demonstrated at the Aerocar plant to occur in as little as a few seconds of nigh-



The Cessna "Skymaster" performs better with the nose propeller feathered and flying on the pusher engine alone. The aft propeller improves the air flow ahead of itself at



the blunt end of the fuselage. With the nose propeller also operating, the slipstream creates disturbed air flow over the fuselage and increased drag. This is the earlier version with the fixed landing gear.



powered running at the torsional peak. For instance, a 2% in. OD 4130 steel shaft with a 0.065 in. wall failed in about 23 seconds of full throttle running when driven with a standard 150 hp Lycoming engine at about 1200



rpm.



It was impossible to accelerate the engine beyond



1200 rpm which was the first mode vibration resonance peak of the system (using a 10 ft. shaft arrangement suitably supported with midship bearings, etc.). Even with full throttle and 28 in. manifold pressure, the engine could not accelerate the system beyond 1200 rpm, and the shaft failed in torsion under those conditions. Other similar tests in which the tubular shaft was beefed up showed that the failure could be chased to individual universal joint parts, splines, etc., by a beefing-up process, but the fact remained that the components were stressed beyond normal limits and the problem of fatigue life entered into any design. This meant that while a beefedup system might be designed it would have some "life" set for it after which it would have to be retired and a new installation of parts made. This process has been common for the helicopter industry, and even today some components of their systems are considered worn out after so many hours of life despite the fact that external-



ly they might appear to be new. WEIGHT IS PROHIBITIVE



Not only are shaft drives subject to this torsionalexcitational problem, but as far as their past use in aircraft has been concerned, the designer soon came to the



decision that the weight of such installations was prohibitive. As a result, and despite the obvious advantages of a propeller being aft in an aircraft, designers have had to settle for the more conventional tractor arrangement. Suitable mechanical drives for the shaft-driven aircraft propellers are now available. In spite of these problems of torsion and weight, aerodynamicists have struggled for years to try to design aircraft with the propeller aft since it was obvious that the parts of the aircraft wetted by the propeller slipstream of a tractor-arranged propeller were causing a lot of unnecessary drag. One of the classical stories in this regard in aerodynamic discussions is the story of the B-36. The military requirement was for a 10,000 lb. load to be carried 10,000 miles. One big company refused to even bid on the program since they felt that it was im-



practical to build a propeller-driven aircraft with this capability. However, Convair fell onto the idea of using pusher engines to accomplish the basic job since they found that with the new laminar flow wings just coming into acceptance they could use the pusher arrangement. With the propeller aft of the wing, the air flow over the wing could be kept laminar and attached, offering sufficient advantage and enabling them to meet the design requirement of the military.



The Lockheed "Big Dipper" could never quite resolve its shafting troubles, and was destroyed in an accident resulting from the removal of the wing fillet fairing at the fuselage juncture. The Thorp influence is noticeable, particularly in the wing, landing gear, and all-flying tail. After the prototype was lost, the project was dropped.



LOSES PROP EFFICIENCY



In actual practice, this wing efficiency was realized, but the attendant loss in propeller efficiency was so great; the overall design advantage was never realized because of the close proximity of the propeller to the wing and its immersion in the wing wake. The story goes on to point out the fact that there is much to be gained in a propeller-driven aircraft by keeping it flying in undisturhed air. However, it also points out the fact that generally pusher propellers lose efficiency due to their operation in disturbed air in the wake of the aircraft. This condition is demonstrated by the conventional pusher arrangement such as on the "Seabee", AndersonGreenwood, etc. Careful aerodynamic studies of these aircraft have shown that while the airframe flies better out of the slipstream the propeller works less efficiently in the aircraft wake. An example of this problem is found in the familiar Cessna "Skymaster" push-pull airplane. It is well publicized that this aircraft performs considerably better with its nose propeller feathered and flying on its pusher engine than it does the opposite. Some people point out that this is due to the improved efficiency of the pusher propeller. (Continued on next pog«) SPORT AVIATION
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PUSHER PROPELLER . . . (Continued from preceding page)



However, careful study of this by competent aerodynamicists has shown that the improvement in performance isn't due to propeller efficiency as much as the fact that the aft propeller apparently improved the local airflow ahead of itself at the rather blunt termination of the "Skymaster" fuselage. With the aft propeller powering the aircraft, the airflow around the fuselage remains attached; with the aft engine shut down and the nose engine operating, the airflow is poor around the termination of the fuselage, and the result is increased drag of the aircraft greater than the improvement of propeller efficiency of the tractor over the pusher propeller. Thus, it can be seen that there is more to any consideration



than just the relative efficiency of the propeller in one or the other positions. PERFORMS BETTER FURTHER AFT



The foregoing indicates that, while it may be expected that a pusher propeller is not going to have as much efficiency as a tractor arrangement, there is the obvious advantage of aerodynamics in having the aircraft itself flying in undisturbed air. Experiments to utilize this



advantage have shown that the further aft the pusher propeller can be placed, the better its efficiency becomes. If it can be placed far enough aft so as to be completely out of the wake of the aircraft, it is obvious that its efficiency would be equal to the tractor placement. This is impractical, of course, but these studies have shown some other inherent advantages to the aft placement of propellers. Its relative efficiency may be less, but it is still good enough to give the overall installation an advantage over tractor arrangement. In other words, the losses are not equal to the gains. The use of laminar flow wings over conventional airfoil sections is a benefit if only a few percent in efficiency. However, it is now common practice to use laminar flow wings just to get this improved performance. There is measurable performance improvement when eliminating propeller-wake interference over the wing. Any good performance calculation must take this into consideration. It can be quickly demonstrated that a conventional tractor lightplane which climbs at 80 mph will have an air flow velocity over the nose and front part of the fuselage of up to 150 mph in the climb. It is obvious that getting the various drag-creating appendages of the aircraft such as the landing gear, etc., out of this accelerated slipstream is necessary, and even older aircraft such as the Fairchild 24 and Ryan "Brougham" moved the gear well outboard of the propeller slipstream just for this reason. This is one of the reasons why aircraft with a retracting gear should retract it as quickly as possible since the drag reduction is most important to take-off climb. NACA MAKES STUDY



Probably one of the most intensive wind tunnel and aerodynamic investigations of an aircraft of the propeller type ever accomplished by the NACA was the study which led to the Douglas XB-42 "Mixmaster." The XB-42 was a "tail pusher", and even today still holds the transcontinental speed record for propeller-driven aircraft. The mechanical problem of the shafting in that aircraft was overcome by then new techniques of vibration damping. The shaft system of the XB-42 used several different tuned vibration dampers to reduce the torsional excitation of the shaft to tolerable levels despite the fact that it was twin-engined and had 24 cylinders driving the shaft 30



JUNE 196*



("Nomad" photo by Harlon Stevens)



Ed Lesher has had remarkable success with his "Nomad" (left) and his newer "Teal." Both designs utilize the tail pusher arrangement, with the propeller mounted far enough aft of the tail surfaces for full efficiency. The almost-perfect streamlining of the fuselage lessens the flow of disturbed air to the propeller. The performance of the "Teal" is becoming legendary.



in order to make the interval between power pulses only very slight . . . 12 per revolution. The Bell P-39 and P-63 were other aircraft which used shafts to their propellers, and this vibration damper technique was largely developed during the development of those aircraft. However, the XB-42 was the first large aircraft to use the long shaft to the propeller placed aft of the rudder and elevators. This aircraft proved conclusively that the tail propeller arrangement overcame the bulk of the loss in propeller efficiency with the tail/propeller arrangement and the aircraft operating out of the propeller slipstream. This experience was largely lost for the military by the introduction about this time of the jet engine. The Douglas people did offer a commercial airliner to the airlines which was designated then as the DC-8 and which was designed around the tail pusher arrangement. Of course, the DC-8 eventually became a four-engine pylon-mounted jet design, but had not the jet engine come into existence it is evident that the tail/propeller arrangement would have become the standard of airline configurations. TAIL PROPELLER HAS ADVANTAGE



Other designs recognized the advantage of the tail propeller even with its slightly lower efficiency. The Waco "Aristocraft" design was most promising, but it had technical problems with the long propeller shaft which never could be completely overcome. The Waco was restored a few years ago by Terry O'Neill, and its performance for its weight was astounding when compared to its contemporaries. Lockheed designed their "Big Dipper" around the tail propeller, but this machine too had its problems, and because of other unfortunate circumstances it never got into production. It is interesting to note that this prototype was destroyed in an accident which was due to the aircraft being flown without the fairing at the wing/fuselage juncture which caused it to fail to clear a fence which it had always easily cleared with the fairing installed. All



of this proves that air flow over the fuselage is as important as air flow over the wing. The Planet "Satellite" aircraft in England is another example of a modern attempt to use the benefits of the tail propeller which was stopped by the mechanical problems of the drive shaft. Had this aircraft overcome this problem, it could have had a tremendous effect on the lightplane design. Any mention of the tail propeller would be remiss if it did not include the fact that recent experiments have shown that with the propeller well aft on the aircraft there are other things which tend to bring the propeller efficiency up to the tractor arrangement. Not the least of these is the "in-flow" of the air around the aircraft after it has passed through it. This tends to increase the dynamic pressure aft of the aircraft due to the measurable inertia effect of the air as it rushes back into the area from which it was displaced by the passage of the aircraft. This increase in dynamic pressure is measurable and tends to raise the propeller efficiency. Furthermore, the fact that the air tends to be carried along with the body of the aircraft is measurable and results in an increase in thrust due to the fact that the air reaching the propeller has already been accelerated in the direction of flight by a slight amount. The propeller accelerates the air a bit more than if it were operating in unaccelerated air in a tractor arrangement. OTHER CONSIDERATIONS



There are other considerations which prove that the tail propeller arrangement is better from an aircraft efficiency standpoint, despite the fact that the efficiency of the propeller itself is probably still less than if it was installed in a tractor arrangement. Suffice it to say that experimental evidence has shown that such an arrangement of the propeller will result in an improved flight performance capability if ample attention is paid to getting the best possible in-flow of air to the propeller. This can take the form of keeping the tail surfaces in good geometric arrangement to the propeller's passage so as to avoid not only the creation of blade efficiency drop on both blades at one time, but disastrous propeller vibrations caused by propeller vibration excitation when the blades pass through the wake of the tail surfaces.



The pusher propeller of the Republic RC-3 "Seabee" operates in air flow greatly disturbed by the fuselage, engine,



wings, struts, and landing gear. The "Seabee" was equally popular and damned, but it still was a lot of machine for



the price of slightly under $5,000.00. Simple construction kept the price down, and only 200 man hours were required to assemble a complete airplane toward the end of its production run. The wing was full cantilever, and the strut was added only as a safety feature to prevent passengers from walking back into the propeller.



Induced pressure pulses on the tail surfaces can generate tail structure vibrations, and this must be considered in any design of this type. The Douglas "Cloudster" tail pusher aircraft, which had twin engines driving a single tail propeller, is a good example of this problem. In this prototype, the tail boom gave trouble in torsion due to fatigue induced by this effect. Add to all of these considerations the fact that the aircraft can be made quieter for its occupants, the passengers can embark or debark without having to shut down the engine, and the aft location of the propeller is obviously less dangerous because the tail surfaces act as a protective guard. It becomes obvious then that the propeller aft of the tail surfaces should be considered in the design of any new aircraft. With the now apparent advantages of symmetrical thrust aircraft with their easier flight control and characteristics in the event of an engine failing, it is quite easy to build a firm case for any new aircraft of this type in particular being designed around the tail pusher propeller.



(Photo on left)—NASA's early test vehicle in exploring recovery methods for manned orbital flight, the Parasev 1-A, is now on display in the EAA Air Museum, temporarily on loan from the National Air Museum. The craft towers about 14 ft.. Leo Kohn, Assistant Editor, stands alongside for contrast. The tilting wing principle is utilized, and earlier tests employed an overhead stick which was later changed to conventional controls. The Parasev was flown by several well known NASA test pilots and astronauts,



and was taken as high as 10,000 feet.



Bernie Pietenpol of Spring Valley, Minn. . . . one of the all-time "greats" in homebuilding . . . was welcomed to



the Convention by EAA President Paul Poberezny.
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